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Adult Protection Intake Screening and Response Priority SDM Tool
A new version of this tool will be deployed which will remove the “Screened out EPS, County not LIA” answer option for the “Policy override to screen out” question. This answer was added prior to the deployment of the Adult Protection EPS Screening tool. That tool is now available, thus this answer is no longer needed.

Adult Protection Strengths and Needs SDM Tool
The "Adult Strengths and Needs Assessment" tool is now available in the Adult Protection Assessment workgroups. The strengths and needs assessment is used to systematically identify critical client and primary support person service needs and help guide service planning. The printed report, blank tool, and tool definitions will be in a future release.

Child Maltreatment Report
As part of Governor Dayton’s Child Protection Task Force, guidelines were developed to better protect the children of Minnesota. These guidelines are enforceable by law, so therefore changes to incorporate these new guidelines need to be made to the SSIS functionality.

Many of the changes are simply additional data elements to collect. The most significant changes involve allowing maltreatment screening and determinations to occur at the allegation detail level, as opposed to the report and allegation level as they currently are done.

An additional goal of this redesign is to provide the user with a unified, topical user interface where they are able to see and edit almost all of the child maltreatment report data on one screen with multiple tab. The tabs are set up by topical/functional sets of data. The users will not need to navigate to separate screens via the tree nodes to see the associated data. This should provide the user with some efficiency gains to offset the additional time it will take to enter the new data elements and follow the new policy processes.

NOTES:
- Job aids are in development to assist with the new layout and added options. This information will be sent out as soon as it is available.
- Existing Child Maltreatment Report screens in Intake and Assessment will retain the current format through completion of the Intake and Assessment. New Child Maltreatment Reports can be referred to existing Child Protection Assessment workgroups as needed following the same criteria for matching information.
- The “Police Report – Child Protection Summary” and "Workgroup Detail" printed reports are available in this release for both the old and new format Child Maltreatment Reports. Remaining printed reports, including options in "General Reports", will be in a future release.
Education
Due to updated federal requirements for the data elements surrounding Education, the following changes were made to the Education screen:

- The Education screen was updated with new fields (some fields were removed.)
- A new node, “Education”, exists under the person (i.e., Education information no longer resides in the same node container as CWB and Infant and Toddler Intervention.)
- A grid exists from the new Education node that displays all education records.

Fiscal/Northstar Changes
- Two new pages (referred to as p. 3 and p. 4) have been added to the information available on the Agency Output tab on the Northstar Care Fiscal Reconciliation. This data is still in its preliminary phase. There is a known issue with double counting back payments affecting days of care and this is being analyzed.
- New functionality has been added to the Expenditure Breakdown tab. This functionality allows an agency to be able to drill down to associated claims using the agency search function.

Healthcare Claiming
Updates have been made to several Claim Remittance Advice Adjustment Reason Codes.

Housing and Employment Outcome data
Housing and Employment Outcome data will be collected for persons in an AMH Adult Mental Health, CMH Children’s Mental Health, or DD Developmental Disabilities assessment or case management workgroup. These screens (located under the Person node) were implemented as a result of Minnesota’s Olmstead Plan. Note that the new security function “Access Service Outcomes” needs to be added to a user's role in order to view and edit these screens.

Security
- Manage CP Overrides - new Function is available for entering CP Overrides in the new Child Maltreatment Report screens.
- Access Service Outcomes - new Function is available to control access to the new Housing and Employment Outcome screens in the Service Outcomes folder.
- Agencies requested more security to control who can see certain information. SSIS defaulted the new Functions into Roles in order for workers to continue to view the folders without interruption. Once V17.3 is installed, agencies can choose to remove the Functions from any Role that they believe should not have access to these folders. If the function is not assigned or removed, the related folder is hidden in the tree view.

The following were defaulted into all roles that currently have the following function(s) assigned:
- -- Worker Default Activities and either View Cnty Detail or Access Workgroup, or
- -- Fiscal Default Activities and either View Cnty Detail or Access Workgroup, or
- -- The combination of Access Person Index and View Cnty Detail.:
   - "View Permanency” Function, controls access to the Permanency folder.
   - "View Court Actions” Function, controls access to the Court Actions folder.
   - "View Disability Diagnosis Sub” Function, controls access to the
Disability/Diagnosis/Substance folder.
  - "View CMH Screening" Function, controls access to the CMH Screenings & Assessments folder.

The following were defaulted into all roles that currently have the following function(s) assigned:
- Worker default activities, OR
- Fiscal default activities, OR
- The combination of “Access Person Index” and “View Cnty Detail”.
  - “View Fiscal Details” Function, controls access to the Fiscal Details folder under a Person, Case and Business Organization.

The following were defaulted into all roles that currently have the following function(s) assigned:
- Worker default activities, OR
- The combination of “Access Person Index” and “View Cnty Detail”, OR
- The combination of “Fiscal Default Activities” and “View Cnty Detail”.
  - “View Intake Restricted Fields” Function controls accessing/viewing the Source, Caller, and Description of Need fields on any Intake workgroup where they are not currently an assigned worker (primary or secondary). Being a currently assigned worker gives the user access to these fields whether or not they have the new security function assigned to their role. The Function also controls access to the Intake Log Detail report in the Intake category in General Reports.